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Answer A坦Questions

CalculatoI‘S PrOVided by the university are allowed to use.

1. a) IIl the usual notation, definethe matrix norms,間口IA帖and刷l∞, Where A is amatrix

〇三〇rderれ.

Find旧情旧情and陣1l∞ for the matrix

A二

Define the condition mmber ffi(A) for a non-Singular matrix A.

Calculate /G(A) for the above matrix A.

b) Detemine whether each of the given mathces is in row echelon form

Bこ

(

1　0

0　1

0　0

0　0 詰) c二(詰…)
(i) By recording the row operations you perform, detemine reduced row echelon foms of

B and C.

(iし) Obtain solutions for the system of linear equations

詑1十●鈍2十4鵠=10

2揖十録2十詑3=12

即十繕2十3録3二3.

by converting into row echelon form, and applying back substitution.

2・ a) Obtain solution for the following linear system by using Gauss Jordan method with partial

Pivoting

雛l十富2十2こじ3=1

4こじ1十鑓2-3釣=3

埼十5華十掬=2・
Continued…
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b) In the usual notation, uSe the decomposition A = L + D十U in order tO Wri七e down the

gerLeral formula of the Jacobi iterative method for the system A雛= b.

C) SoIve the system of equations

lO叫十雛2十鯵3二3

雛1十銃2十日3=l

叫十3雛2十毎3=2.

up」′O the second iterative zpe) using ‘Jacobi iterative method with initial approximation

鯵Oこく0同,0)T。

3. a) (i) Consider the initial value problem

霊二f(gl七)二王2恒十51 U(0)二5・

Show that the function satisfies the Lipschitz condition on

D=((両月O≦ひ≦3,0≦‡≦4)・

(il) In the usual notation, Obtain general form of the Picard iteration formula

g叶1(可二日o十隔 f(s,拐(s)dsう　撮≧0,

for the initial value problem

ひ’二f(雛,折　りを0)=ひo.

Hence, SOIve the following initial value problem

が二2(u十1);∴ひ(0) =0.

forひ2(勾・

護十島-3両二0, Wi七hg(0)=Oa坤(0)二1・
By using Heun’s method and taking step size as O.2,丘nd the approximation for 9(0.2) and

鯵Ia七き二0.1

C) In the usual notation, eXPreSS the general fom of the fourth order Runge Kutta method to

SOlve the initial value problem.

か二.f佃,ひ);ひ佃0)二go,

With step size h

Consider the initial value proble皿

霊二孔ひ2十5,∴妙(0)=5

By using fourth order Runge Kutta scheme, Obtain the approximation at. ff = 0.1 with step

siz(三0.l
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4. In order to soIve the heat equation硯= CtJ’亡numeI.ica11y for t > O and O ≦曾≦ α Subjec吊o

bound揃y conditions u(0,t) = 7も華(a,t) = 7L and the initial condition u直0) = /(坤0 < a; < o`

w。uS。the discretization qu =諭主for3 = 1,2,…7l′ a,nd t, =jk forj = 1-,2,・誰Where h =O/互

and k > O are step sizes in ff and t axes respectively.

In the usual notation, derive

埴十l二拘十l,,十(1 -2γ)航十聞直,],

where γ二村cん2.

Consider the heat equation lん。 = 2祝∴ t > O and O ≦ a; ≦ 1,

with boundary conditions

坑=l,亀二0、七>0、

andinしtial condition u(縞,0) = 0, for O <曾< 1.

a) F‘ind the approximated temperature at each of the interior mesh points for time steps.7 =

0 1,2whenh=0.2 and*= 1/30.

b) Sketch the approximated solution with respec吊o g obtalned in part (a)・

c) L庵cuss the stability of the solution based on the results obtained in part (b)・
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